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criticized. Pelosi made the comment in
November while speaking with Wisconsin

newspaper the Oshkosh Northwestern about
the Affordable Care Act. The video, which

has been posted on the website of the left-
leaning media outlet, has been viewed more

than 65,000 times. ADVERTISEMENT "It's
something he could take credit for or not
take credit for, depending on whether he

wants to," Pelosi said about President
George W. Bush. "But he really didn't do the
kind of job that the Constitution asked him to
do with regard to making sure the markets
are fair and sound, that we have a sound

dollar, that we have a strong nation and no
deficits." The comment drew praise from

progressives, including Sen. Al Franken Alan
(Al) Stuart FrankenGOP Senate candidate
says Trump, Republicans will surprise in

Minnesota Peterson faces fight of his career
in deep-red Minnesota district Getting tight

— the psychology of cancel culture MORE (D-
Minn.), and drew criticism from

conservatives, including radio talk show host
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Rush Limbaugh. "These folks, you know,
they are not thinking clearly. They don't

have any ability to be independently
intelligent," Limbaugh said on his show. "You
cannot take seriously the leadership of the
Democrat Party, because these people are

not thinking people."Freezing testicular
tissue for transplantation to

spermatogenesis-deficient domestic dogs.
Freezing testicular tissue is the main

procedure used to produce spermatogenesis-
deficient domestic dogs. However, it is

necessary to freeze and store these
testicular tissues for a long time to

successfully use them in transplantation. In
this study, we investigated the effect of the

storage method of testicular tissue for
transplantation. Based on these results, we
suggested a new storage method that can
minimize damage caused by the freezing
process. The testicular tissues were fixed

with a mixture of glutaraldehyde
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